I M M I G R A T I O N
• Market Situation
In response to the corporate need for highly trained foreign employees, an increasing number of large firms have added immigration
experts. Immigration law is procedurally finicky, while at the same time having profound human consequences. The most salient fact
about a majority of this audience is that they are sensitive both to cost and to a perceived inattention from West Group. One competitor
has successfully marketed a low-priced, Web-based product by using an emotional appeal as a David vs. West Group’s Goliath.

Creative Executions

• Rationale
While West Group cannot claim to be a “David,”
we can show that we understand the realities of
the immigration practice and can provide the
resources needed to successfully advocate for a
client. The idea is to make it clear that West
Group understands the human aspects of what
these attorneys (and non-attorneys) are doing.
This in turn will help us convince them that we
care about them. After all, we will show that we
understand both the consequences of what they
do and the need for high quality resources to get
that job done.

• Themeline
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Putting a world of immigration
lawwithin your reach.

Wide-ranging
coverage of every
immigration
issue under
the sun.

The Foundation for a Big Idea

EMPLOYMENT
LABOR CERTIFICATION
HANDBOOK, ANNUAL EDITION
by Austin T. Fragomen Jr.
and Steven C. Bell
Here’s theexpert labor
certification guidanceyou need
to direct theprocess under the
expectations of theDOL,including:
• Fully annotated sampleforms
• Letters and casehistories
• Regulations
• DOLrequirements
• Addresses,phonenumbers,and special staterequirements
TheLabor Certification Handbook contains theindispensable
elements of a successful practicein thelabor certification area by
providing current regulations,thecompletetest of leading
BALCAdecisions,fully annotated sampleforms,sampleletters,
and samplecasehistories – plus theDOLregulations and the
Technical AssistanceGuide(TAG).
Highlights include:
• Updated information concerning use of OES surveys
for prevailing wage purposes, including discussion on
contesting such surveys and selecting alternative
wage sources
• The latest information from each DOL region regarding
their policies concerning requests for reduction in
recruitment (RIR), including information on required
documentation and shortage occupations
• Discussion of important BALCAdecision imposing new
restrictions on listing of alternativejob requirements
• Updated SESAand DOL directory and instruction sheets
from every SESA
Updated information concerning every SESA
regarding implementation of GAL1-97,special filing
procedures,advertising requirements,form preparation,
and processing times.

ANNUAL EDITION

contain the positioning line, they represented the foundation
that established and supported the idea of a unified look for
the entire series of products.

ANNUAL EDITION

by Austin T. Fragomen Jr.
and Steven C. Bell
Here’s your completeguide
to employment authorization,
verification requirements and
procedures,INSinvestigative
procedures,and fineproceedings
under IRCA. Itwill help you cut
through theconfusion created by theconflicting INSand
OSCpolicies and ensure that your employer clients aresafefrom
fines and penalties.
TheImmigration Employment Compliance Handbook
incorporates thesignificant policy guidanceissued by theINS
over thepast year. Much of thenewguidanceimplements
important changes madeby theImmigration Reform and
Immigration Responsibility Act of 1996 in thearea of employer
sanctions and employment discrimination.
Specifically,itwill help you:
• Comply with INS employment eligibility and
discrimination requirements under the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA)
• Analyze complexlegal IRCAissues to successfully
represent employer clients in employer sanctions or
discrimination litigation
• Keep up-to-date on the latest employer sanctions,
eligibility procedures and anti-discrimination
developments
• Get all the information necessary to fill out forms
accurately

IMMIGRATION BUSINESS
NEWS AND COMMENT
by Austin T. Fragomen Jr.
and Steven C. Bell
For moreup-to-the-minute
information and analysis on
business immigration issues,
Immigration Business News and
Comment provides what is most
important to you.
Each monthly issuecontains
theessential information you need,including:
• Focused news – covering the latest rules, agency policies
and procedures, important cases, legislative activity, and
potential difficulties with urgent problem alerts
• Practice Pointers – offer a wealth of tips and tactics to
translate the latest developments into effective practices
• Commentary – an enlightening section providing
insightful perspectives related to business immigration
• Useful database information – this handy section
includes numbers and statistics; newaddresses and
phone numbers; agency organization and personnel:
and processing times and projections
The bi-monthly publication of Immigration Business News
and Comment gives you 22 issues of concise textual material
with enough time to react to changes taking place.
Newsletter,subscription includes 22 issues,indexand binder.

Onesoftcover volume,published annually.

Onesoftcover volume,published annually.

H-1B HANDBOOK,

Although these earlier pieces of the immigration line don’t

IMMIGRATION EMPLOYMENT
COMPLIANCE HANDBOOK,

by Austin T. Fragomen Jr. and
Steven C. Bell
Get all theH-1B rules and
regulations,line-by-lineform
instructions,enforcement
guidelines,and other hard-to-find
practiceaids you need to help
obtain H-1B status for employees in
professional/specialty occupations. With everything you need
in onesource,you’ll beable to moreeffectively:
• Meet LCAnotice requirements at every worksite
• Establish actual and prevailing wage rates
• Obtain an extension of stay
• Determine thefeasibility of the H-1B status as an
alternativefor your client

• Understand the DOL’s views on complexissues such as
“roving”employees and what constitutes a “worksite”

• Accurately fill out scores of INS and DOLforms, including
forms for business professionals, physicians, engineers,
and scientists
H-1B contains information that is absolutely essential for
any employer who needs to hireforeign workers,such as:
• Discussion of employer options in the event the H-1B cap
is reached and prospects for congressional actions
to increase the cap
• Extensive discussions of DOL use of OESwage surveys
and newemphasis on employer-provided surveys
• An updated occupation locator, compiling the holdings
and important facts of newINS administration decisions
on jobs qualifying as specialty occupations

• An updated section of SESAprevailing wageforms
and list of SESAprevailing wage specialists
It’s theeasiest sourcefor start-to-finish practical and
legal guidancefor problem-freeH-1B approval!
Onesoftcover volume,published annually.

